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Can temporal divisive normalisation better predict 
behaviour than Prospect Theory?

Agnieszka Tymula is an Associate Professor at the School of Economics
at the University of Sydney and a Visiting Faculty at the Institute for the
Study of Decision Making at NYU.
Agnieszka’s work focuses on the biological foundations of economic
preferences and how the constraints placed on the nervous system affect
choice. She applies her work to problems in ageing, mood disorders, and
obesity. To conduct her research she collaborates with neuroscientists,
psychologists, psychiatrists, sociologists, biologists and non-academic
institutions including the National Academy of Sciences Museum in
Washington and Sydney Opera House.
Agnieszka received grants from the Australian Research Council, AXA
Research Fund and Templeton Foundation and published in various
international journals such as the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences, Management Science, American Journal of Political Science,
Journal of Neuroscience, and Current Opinion in Neurobiology. Her work
often appears in popular international media. Dr Tymula’s ultimate goal is
to relate insights from her research to policy.

Thursday May 25, 2017

12.00 – 1.00 pm

Level 3 Seminar Room
15 Innovation Walk
Clayton campus

We present a descriptive model of choice with normative
foundations based on how the brain is thought to represent value.
An individual's behavior is fully described by two primitives: an
individual's expectation and one free parameter we call \predis-
position". The model captures the same apparent preference
phenomena illustrated by Prospect Theory but unlike Prospect
Theory accounts for individual heterogeneity in parameters,
employs far fewer parameters than full prospect theory, and
retains neurobiological plausibility as a causal model of the choice
process. Additionally, our theory makes a series of novel
predictions amenable to future testing and includes an alternative
explanation for endowment effect.
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